Bidet Chair Manual

Mesh: The Bidet Chair comes with a spare mesh seat
which is easily interchangeable and washable. To
remove the mesh slide out the metal rod; this allows
one side of the mesh to be removed, repeat the
process for the opposite side. Once removed, the
mesh can be washed (see washing instructions on the
mesh label). Before washing please remove all plastic
tubing from the mesh loops. Apply the tubing to the spare mesh seat. When fitting
the mesh ensure the washing label is towards the back of the seat (see image
above) and facing downwards.

Holding the mesh in place feed the metal rod through the 1st mesh loop (with the
tube inside) and through the first eyelet on the chair. Push the rod through the
section of mesh loops and through the next eyelet. Continue pushing the metal rod
through the third section of mesh loops, the last eyelet and the final section of
mesh loop until it can be pushed no further. Then use the Velcro at the end of the
metal rod to secure the rod in place.
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The Bidet Chair will be delivered assembled and ready for use. However there are
certain features of the chair which can be altered for personal preference. This
manual will explain how to operate each of the changeable parts on the Bidet Chair.
Note: User weight must not exceed 27.5 stone or 175kg.
Arms: Down the back support of the chair is a plate with 3 holes in. This bracket
allows the arm to be adjusted to any of the 3 heights by simply inserting the arm
bolt into a desired hole in the bracket. Make sure the arm is the correct way round
so the stop can prevent the arm from tipping too far forward. The arms are hinged
allowing simple rotation of the arm, making it easier to complete a side transfer or a
hoist to or from the chair.

8)Stand the chair up to its original position, check all castors are set at the same
height and all E-clips are secured correctly before use.
Footplates: Remove foot from the footplate before altering the footplate height.
There is an E-clip which is used to secure the height of the footplate in place.
Remove this E-clip. Following this the footplates adjustable insert can slide up and
down the Bidet Chair frame, set at the desired height and the E-clip can be reapplied. The footplates can be rotated on the hinge to keep them out the way, if not
desired.

NOTE: Be cautious about trapping body parts or clothing in the chair
Legs: Within the frame of the Bidet Chair is an adjustable
height insert containing 8 holes to which the chair height
can be set.
NOTE: DO NOT alter the height for the chair with a person
sat in the seat
1)Apply the brake of the wheel which height is being
altered
2)Lie the chair down safely on its side or back

3)Remove the E-clip (see image right)
4)Then raise or lower the adjustable height
insert
5)Apply the E-clip through the leg hole and
into the adjustable insert, ensure the E-clip
is fully secured in place

6)Press the brake to its original position
7)Safely repeat for the remaining 3 legs ensuring all castors are set at the same height.

Mesh: All the sections of the mesh on the Bidet chair are coated in Polygiene to
ensure there are no health and hygiene risks. Polygiene lasts the lifetime of the
fabric by being permanent odour control, inhibiting the growth of odour-causing
bacteria.
The patented technology helps to protect the mesh against microbes by building
one of nature’s own antimicrobial agents into various types of materials & products.
Harmful microbes deposited onto these surfaces become incapable of replicating
themselves through a process known as:
“The Polygiene Effect”
Polygiene technology is based on the natural ability of silver salt to inhibit the
growth of a wide range of harmful microbes. In products made with Polygiene,
silver ions continuously migrate to the surface where the silver ions effectively suppress microbial growth. This activity provides protection 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week throughout the normal lifespan of the product.

